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functionalities can lead to a hybrid system that is capable to
detect, track and follow objects of interest in a wide area.
This capability is very useful in security applications, where
e.g. the entrance in a depository is the area of main interest.
Related work
Most systems described in literature utilize static cameras,
which exhibit the advantage of a stationary background. An
effective segmentation technique is capable to extract
objects of interest. The most popular method is the one
proposed in [3], where each background pixel is modeled by
a mixture of Gaussians. Other techniques that for
background segmentation and object tracking can be found
in [4][5][6]. However, an open problem with foreground
regions is that they often include shadowed pixels. Shadow
elimination is an important background treatment technique
[7][8]. After the extraction of foreground regions a tracking
algorithm performs inter-frame correspondences in order to
keep the id of every object of interest. An effective
algorithm has to be able to handle changes in object’s
appearances, partial and/or complete occlusions, etc
[9][10][11].
Systems designed for moving cameras can be categorized
in Pan/Tilt camera systems and freely moving camera
systems. In Pan/Tilt camera systems the concept of a
relatively static background model is valid. The main
approach is to shift the background information in regard
with the camera rotation [12][13]. In freely moving camera
systems, the most popular method models, the appearance of
objects in the first frame and future appearances are
obtained using Bayesian filters via sampling in the every
frame [14][15].
In this paper, we present a system that integrates the
functionality of a static-camera system and a movingcamera one, with applications mainly into outdoor
scenarios. In the first case the background is modelled with
a fast and effective technique and objects of interest are
tracked using Bayesian filters. Single objects are tracked
using high-order Kalman filters while directed Particle
filters treat the merged objects. Objects are classified using a
heuristic method. In the second case, the initialization is
performed automatically with the appearance of an “object
of special interest”. This object is tracked and recorded and
a number of instructions are produced in order to move the
camera. The experimental result show that proposed system
is accurate and fast enough to be utilized in real-life cases.

Abstract— In this paper we present an effective real–time video
surveillance system for real-life outdoor surveillance scenarios.
The system is an integration of two subsystems: the static
camera and moving one. The approaches employed address
properly the challenges that might arise in a typical outdoor
scene, such as local and global lighting changes, variations in
objects’ appearance and occlusions. Our aim is to detect and
follow abnormal behaviors, which may occur when vehicles
and pedestrians interact typical urban environment. Static
camera subsystem operates multiple object tracking and
classification. In case that an object of special interest is
identified, the operation of the moving camera subsystem
initiates, in order to track this object and record its activity.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

fixed and wireless broadband IP-networking technologies, digital video sensors and fast processors are a
part of our everyday lives, automatic video surveillance
is in the center of research due to its increased importance in
safety and security issues [1][2]. Traditional systems need
human operators to understand activities of objects of
interest (humans, vehicles, etc.) and take decisions. On the
other hand, automatic systems are capable of detecting
objects of interest, track them from one frame to another and
describe their activities with pre-learned patterns, in order to
detect any typical or suspect action and take decision.
In indoor tracking scenarios, the scene is normally
constrained and objects’ appearance is clear due to the small
camera-object distance. On the other hand, in outdoor
tracking scenarios the scene is unconstrained and objects
appear in small sizes. This makes the later procedure more
difficult and unreliable.
Another categorization of systems is due to the capability
of the camera to move. Most systems premise static
cameras. On the other hand, many researchers have
proposed several methods to track objects of interest with
cameras capable to move, by means of servomechanisms, on
two (Pan/Tilt cameras) or three (Pan/Tilt and Transfer)
degrees of freedom. The integration of those two
S
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
describe the functionality of our system. Details about the
procedures of every subsystem are presented and discussed.
In section 3, we present some quantitative and functional
results. Finally, concluding remarks are apposed in section
4.
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where BCK(x,y)C is the chromatic background image,
BCK(x,y)D is the texture background image and C, D are
the absorbent factors.
Because of the expectation that the majority of pixels
belongs to the background, we model the absolute
difference of pixel’s colors (R,G,B) with three Gaussian
distributions. We calculate the maximum standard deviation
(Smax) of these distributions in a small period (10 – 15
seconds). Using this value we can decide if a pixel belongs
to background, i.e. if its three values of absolute deference
with the corresponding background pixel are smaller than a
threshold, it is a background pixel. This threshold changes
adaptively using information obtained from the scene, e.g. a
threshold equal to 2*Smax indicates that 68% of pixels
belong to the background.
For those pixels that do not belong to the background we
calculate two factors: its chromatic and its brightness
distortion, respectively:

II.SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Our system consists of two subsystems due to the camera
motion capability. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of its
operation. The diagram shows the relation between those
two subsystems: Static-camera subsystem uses a
background subtraction technique to separate foreground
regions, a procedure which tracks objects of interest, and a
procedure which classifies objects of interest. Moving
camera subsystem is initialized using the region of interest
(ROI) that belongs to the object of special interest, tracks it
and generates a number of instructions for camera’s
movement system.
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where I(x,y) denotes the incoming frame and BCK(x,y)
models the background image. If the absolute values of
these factors are smaller than predefined thresholds the pixel
is characterized as a shadow. All the other pixels belong to
foreground areas. Every background pixel is updated with a
procedure similar to the training one.
The usage of this model generates a number of false
foreground regions as a result of spurious background
motion (e.g. waving tree leaves). Those regions can be
rejected in the procedure of object tracking, which follows.

Fig. 1 System’s block diagram

A. Static-Camera Subsystem
This subsystem is based on the well-know technique of
background subtraction. An adaptive technique is used to
create an image of the scene that does not contain any object
of interest. The difficulties that arise are the treatment of
shadows and illumination changes, which generates false
foreground regions. Areas of interest resulted from this
technique correspond to one or multiple objects. We use
filters to predict and/or estimate the appearance of every
object of interest in order to track every object separately.

Object Tracking
The output of the previous procedure is a binary mask
that indicates the ROIs. These regions may consist of one or
more objects of interest. Our tracking system separates
those two cases (single object tracking and multiple objects
tracking, respectively). Every object of interest is described
by its approximate size (width – height), its position (center
of its bounding box) and its color (histogram). In most real
scenes the appearance and the position of objects of interest
alters dynamically. This generates the necessity to predict
the state of every object at every time. Our system uses two

Foreground Extraction
Foreground extraction is achieved via a pixel-based
technique that integrates chromatic and texture information
of the observed scene. It is a generalization of the model
described in [7]. The addition of texture information is used
to restrict false foreground regions created from quick
illumination changes.
The initialization includes a training procedure for a
number of frames, which can be described from:
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high order linear Kalman filters (4th order) to predict the
position and the size for every object of interest. This
selection was made in order to obtain quick and accurate
predictions. In every frame, predictions are made for every
object of the previous frame. A flood fill algorithm extracts
the ROIs from the foreground mask. The position, the size
and the histogram of every ROI is compared with the
corresponding values of every object. Histograms are
equalized in order to correctly match objects that enter in or
exit from shadowed regions.
As an object is matched with its appearance in the
previous frame, its histogram and prediction filters are
updated. If a region does not match with any object, a new
candidate object is created to represent a new object of
interest. If this region is matched correctly for a number of
frames (four in our system), the object is indicated as
“visible”, else it is deleted. If an object does not match with
any region, it is indicated as “invisible” and is updated with
the estimations created by the Kalman filter. If an object is
invisible for a number of frames it is omitted. Regions that
include more than one object are indicated as a “group”
(case of merged objects). This initializes the procedure of
multiple objects tracking. To handle the case of false
foreground regions generated by spurious background
motion we use the “motion factor” used in [11]:
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Fig. 2 Active region of directed Particle filter

The appearance of the object in the previous frame is used
for the initialization. The input in every filter is the
grayscale, hue and first spatial derivative histogram of the
appearance of the object. This selection was made in order
to keep object’s color and texture information. To link
backward this procedure with the procedure of Single
Object Tracking, the coefficients of the Kalman filters are
updated with the estimations of the Particle filters.
Eventually, the group of merged objects are split and each
object is observed as a single one.
Object Classification
Our classification procedure uses the velocity information
of an object to classify it as a rigid or floppy one. We define
the “angle of non-rigid parts” as follows:
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where V xx2 ( V cy2 ) is the x-(y) – directional variance of
centroid of the ROI, V ux2 ( V uy2 ) is the corresponding x-(y) –
directional velocity variance,  is a small constant to prevent
an absolute standing – still object exploding sm. If this factor
is smaller than a threshold the object is rejected (spurious
background motion).
If a “group” is observed then every object which belongs
to this group is modelled with a directed Particle filter. We
use the information of the velocity of the object in the
previous frame in order to direct the filter. This gives us the
advantage to use a small number of particles for every
object and speed up the process. If the velocity is bigger
than a value, then its new state will be in a sector which is
indicated by the direction of its velocity. This value
indicates small object motion. Sector’s radius is equal to 1/4
of object’s biggest dimension and the angle equal to /4
(rad). Figure 2 shows the region of action for every filter.
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where  is the angle of non-rigid parts of object ,  is
the angle between a corner and object’s directions, C
denotes the number of object’s corners that their velocity
vector creates an angle with object’s velocity vector bigger
than a threshold and Co is the total number of object’s
corners. The selection of the threshold is important and
defines the degree of rigidness of an object which is
considered as rigid or not.
B. Moving-Camera Subsystem
The second subsystem initiates as soon as an “object of
special interest” emerges. The indication of this object may
be done automatically by a decision extraction system;
however, in our current implementation this is indicated by
the user during the static camera object tracking operation.
The goal of this function is to keep the object in the
camera’s field of view as long as possible and record its
activity during its appearance in the scene. As in literature
this task is mainly approached by the usage of Bayesian
filters, we use a Particle filter to model object’s appearance
and track it until it exits the scene or until the user chooses
to terminate the procedure.
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Object Tracking
The initialization of this function is made in the selection
frame. Using object’s foreground region created by the
static camera object tracking procedure, we use object’s
position and size, and calculate histograms of objects
intensity, hue and first spatial derivative images,
respectively, to describe its appearance. By retaining these
three images the object’s dominant color, a linear
combination of object’s colors and object’s texture
information are preserved. These are the inputs of a Particle
filter which uses second-order autoregressive dynamics for
its propagation:

xt

Figure 4 green rectangles show regions of interest detected
from background model and red rectangles tracked objects
of interest.
We also present some quantitative analysis of a few test
results. We count the number of objects tracked correctly
during their appearance in the scene in the case of low
occlusion (lower than 25%). In this process we do not
consider border areas of each frame and very small objects
(those less than 50 pixels).
Table 1 lists the analysis results of tested videos. Briefly,
PETS’2000 scene shows a small portion of a crossroad,
PETS’2001 scene contains a number of small items (humans
and vehicles) in a very noisy environment, Visor’s scene
shows a parking lot and AVSS’2007 scene shows an urban
road. These results are very encouraging since Visor’s and
AVSS’2007 scenes represent real common urban
surveillance scenes.
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TABLE I
EVALUATION RESULTS

(9)
Video

where (xt, yt) and st denote the object’s position and scale in
the current frame; (x0,y0) is the object’s position in
initialization frame; Ai,Bi are the models coefficients and Ri
denotes random numbers (Gaussian distribution).

PETS 2000
PETS 2001
Visor
AVSS 2007 (Easy)
AVSS 2007 (Medium)

Camera motion
In every frame object’s position is compared with frame’s
center and a number of instructions are generated in order to
keep the object in camera’s field of view. In other words,
the vector denoting the object’s translation on the 2D image
plane is transformed into motors commands into the
actuators’ space. While in our implementation we employed
a Pan/Tilt mechanism, a similar procedure as the one used
by our moving-camera subsystem can be utilized by any
visual-servoing mechatronic mechanism, e.g. a camera
rotation-translation one. When the function of this procedure
ends, the system returns in the static camera procedure. This
enables the training of the background model at the new
scene, which resulted by the movement of the camera.

Frames

Objects

1451
1245
1500
3000
3000

6
11
10
55
35

Success
(%)
100
72.7
90
92.7
92.1

We also have compared our system with those found in
[11] and [19], as exhibited in Table 2. These results show
that our system is comparative in performance.
Furthermore, it performs in real time, as the system found in
[11] does, while the frame rate of the system in [19] is low.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our software system operates in video frame size of
320X240 on a 2.5GHz PC without any optimization. Single
object tracking runs at about 31 frames per second, whilst,
merged objects tracking runs at about 20 frames per second.
The process of classification slows down the process at 6
frames per second and is optional.
Our system has been tested on four well-known video
sequences of real-world surveillance scenarios [16][17][18].
Instances of those videos are shown in Figure 3. In Figures 4
and 5, a number of example results are given, showing the
system handling successfully typical problems encountered
in the outdoor urban surveillance scenario of AVSS 2007. In

Fig. 3 Instances of evaluation videos

TABLE III
COMPARISON RESULTS
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Video
PETS’01(DS1-C1)
AVSS’07 Easy
AVSS’07 Medium

Our
System
95
92.7
92.1

System [2]
93.4
-

(position and size) and color information is used to match
objects in the consecutive frames. In the second case
object’s appearance is modeled with directed Particle filters
in order to speed up the procedure. Classification is
performed using object’s motion information. The moving
camera subsystem is based on Particle filters. Chromatic and
texture information is used to describe object’s appearance
and filter’s propagation process is based on second-order
autoagressive dynamics. Object’s position is used to
produce a number of instructions into the actuators space,
which direct a camera-movement system. Several scenarios
of abnormal behaviors have to be considered to fully
automate the transition from static-camera to movingcamera subsystem. Experimental results show that our
system is fast and reliable enough to be applied into typical
urban surveillance scenes.
Some useful observations are as follows: (1) Although
the system responds well in small camera shake, there is a
need to stabilize the videos captured prior to object
detection to face severe camera shake. (2) It is necessary to
extend our system to include successful tracking in the case
of higher occlusion level. (3) It is necessary to introduce a
better criterion to exclude false foreground regions created
from moving background objects.

System
[19]
98.3
95.2

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a real-time integrated video
surveillance solution, which can respond in a robust way in
low occlusion urban surveillance scenes. The proposed
system aims at the detection of suspicious actions in
camera’s visual field and keep the object of “special
interest” inside cameras view as long as possible. This is
achieved by comprising two independent subsystems into a
single surveillance system. The static camera subsystem is
based on a fast and adaptive background subtraction
technique with shadow detection, which uses scene’s
chromatic and texture information. The extracted
foreground mask is utilized by a blob-based tracking
algorithm, which distinguishes the procedure of object
tracking into single and multiple ones. In the first case highorder Kalman filters are used to predict object’s appearance

Fig. 4 Output of static camera subsystem in AVSS’ scene. A typical merging – splitting sequence of objects of interest

Fig. 5 Output of Moving camera subsystem in AVSS’ scene. An object enters and exits in a shadowed region
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